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First Day

On My First Day...
The first thing I had to do was participate in an introductory meeting with 
my supervisor. In this meeting, I was introduced to Katie, the art director 
I would be reporting to, who gave me access to the company Dropbox. 
The Dropbox was the hub for all the assets that Cultured used, which I 
ended up interacting with multiple times everyday. Through the Dropbox 
I was tasked with downloading the many fonts and logo variations used 
for promotional materials. I also took a look at the updated media kits they 
send out to advertisers. With all these files, I was encouraged by Katie to 
keep all the files organized and easy to find on my end to make it much 
more easier to get projects done quickly.

While getting acquainted with the structure of the magazine, I had another 
call with Katie and Elizabeth, the architecture and design editor. In this 
quick meeting, I was given an overview of what was in store for the week, 
which included many Instagram promotional materials, as well as the 
most important event for their newest issue, a cover launch. The launch 
required many marketing materials that I would be tasked with assisting 
with throughout the week (Seen at the beginning of Design Deliverables, 
pg. 000000).

MEDIA KITS LOGOS FONTS LAYOUTS
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The Team

Direct Supervisors:
Throughout my placement I communicated with Katie Brown and 
Elizabeth Fazzare daily via Slack. Through daily check-ins, I was 
given advice, critiques and quick edits for ongoing projects. 

KATIE BROWN, ART DIRECTOR
ELIZABETH FAZZARE, ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN EDITOR

The Team:
I was in contact with the rest of the Cultured team was through 
email chains. These emails kept me in the loop with projects for 
different advertisers and brands that I should have been aware 
of.  I was also introduced to other magazines teams that Cultured 
manages, such as LALA and Bal Harbour which opened up 
possibilities to create work for them as well if needed. 

SARAH HARRELSON, EDITOR IN CHIEF/FOUNDER
KAT HERRIMAN, EXECUTIVE FEATURES DIRECTOR
ELI DINER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
REBECCA AARON, ASSISTANT CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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What Did I Do?
Responsibilities

My day-to-day was quite fast paced. I was given marketing tasks 
to complete for posting on the day-of or next day, meaning that 
I would have to get them done for critiques as fast as possible. 
These marketing needs included social media, newsletter, email 
promotional materials. Some projects were more simple layouts to 
follow, while others required full day commitment and pushed me 
out of my design comfort zone (eg. video editing).

I was also given tasks that were editorial based involving creating 
work for the magazine itself. This included making multiple 
variations of a podcast promotional page as well as design 
challenges that allowed me creative freedom using assets from a 
previous feature to build my skills.

There were also some new and fun assignments I got to work 
on, including editing some TikTok’s to promote new issues and 
making Spotify playlists and covers to promote a cover star. 

If I was meant to start on a big project, I would be told at the 
beginning of the week, but for smaller everyday design needs, 
I was informed at throughout the day in a Slack group chat with 
Katie and Elizabeth.

PROGRAMS USED:

Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, After Effects
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Design Deliverables

Social Media / Marketing
INSTAGRAM STORIES
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Design Deliverables

INSTAGRAM STORIES CONT.
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Design Deliverables

INSTAGRAM STORIES CONT.

+ MANY MORE!

The purpose of these Instagram stories were to promote articles 
and features on the Cultured website, as well as promote brands 
that have reached out to Cultured to be featured. These slides 
were quick to make, but many were needed everyday throughout 
the weeks. The process of curating images and learning how to 
crop images effectively was great to work through.
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Design Deliverables

Phoebe Bridgers Promo
INSTAGRAM STORIES

BANNERS
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Design Deliverables

Phoebe Bridgers Promo
NEWSLETTER GRAPHICS

* MORE GIFS AND VIDEOS WERE MADE TO 
SUPPORT THE PHOEBE BRIDGERS 
PROMOTIONS BUT WERE UNABLE TO BE 
INCLUDED IN THIS REPORT.
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Design Deliverables

Phoebe Bridgers Promo
EMAIL BLASTS

Phoebe Bridgers was announced as the cover star for the April 
/ May issue of Cultured ! To promote the new issue, I was tasked 
with creating graphics promoting Phoebe as the cover star 
through as many social media channels as possible. This included 
Instagram, newsletters and email blasts to subscribers. I worked 
with copy given to me by Elizabeth, as well as images from the 
Dropbox and ongoing critiques from Katie.
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Design Deliverables

Podcast Page
All great 

artists have 
a perspective.
Now we have 
a podcast to 
share them.

Listen to Points of View with Sienna Fekete on Apple Podcasts or Spotify.

Listen to Points of View with Sienna Fekete on Apple Podcasts or Spotify.
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All great artists have a perspective.
Now we have a podcast to share them.

Listen to Points of View with Sienna Fekete on Apple Podcasts or Spotify.

Early on in my placement, I was 
tasked with working on a page 
for the magazine to promote the 
Cultured Podcast, I presented 
Katie with multiple iterations to  
work with!
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Design Deliverables

Design Challenges
These design challenges were given to me as a fun way to gain 
more editorial design experience and develop my skills further. Katie 
supplied me with the images and copy and told me to create some 
spreads which she could give me feedback on. The feedback she 
gave me was really helpful as to how to treat images taken by other 
photographers, and gave me confidence in my skills.

PHOEBE BRIDGERS SPREADS

Toward 
An 
Everyday 
Feeling

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DARIA KOBAYASHI RITCH

BY CASSANDRA GILLIG  

THE SUCCESS OF  
PHOEBE BRIDGERS’S 2020  

ALBUM, PUNISHER, MEANS  
A STRANGE NEW SPOTLIGHT ON  

AN ARTIST FUELED BY QUIET SENSIBILITIES.
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Phoebe Bridgers is walking me through a trip to the grocery store. She 
shops mostly at health-food stores, her dream cart half full of beverages 
(Topo Chico, guava GT’s Kombucha, rhubarb Cawston Press) and half 
full of hot-bar foods (a too-busy schedule has made cooking difficult). 
Bridgers is an impulse buyer, but particular in taste, and her aversion to 
wastefulness means she buys only what she needs. She fears running into 
acquaintances (“way more terrifying than running into a mortal enemy”) 
and mentions that one of the biggest perks of veganism is the way it 
simplifies choice (“there’s just less to think about”). Habits of convenience 
seem the inevitable by-product of Bridgers’s recent success—her album, 
Punisher, gaining increasing acclaim after a year of glowing press and four 
Grammy nominations.

Bridgers’s music is just as likely to appear in year-end “best of” lists as 
depression TikToks, but, more than anything, Punisher zeroes in on the slow 
churn of living. Songs weave through dreams, family, friends, disguises. 
“What interests me more than extreme sadness is daily monotony,” Bridgers 
explains, “that drowning-in-your-own-life melancholy.” For the 26-year-
old, who grew up in Pasadena, California, and has been playing shows 
since middle school, her work has evolved from a place of self-admitted 
melodrama (“the songs I wrote when I was a teenager were like what I 
thought songs should be”) to an easy, diaristic candor.

I ask if Bridgers feels stuck in the cycle of promoting Punisher, having 
done so from her home in Los Angeles every day since its release in June 
2020. She is grateful but honest; interviews take up a lot of time and 
energy and she sometimes fears that she is cultivating an unpleasant 
part of herself. “I’m afraid it’s going to make me really self-centered,” she 
says. “I get loud when I’m nervous. I want to fill silence and usually do it by 
talking about myself. I’m worried that it’s going to exacerbate that trait.” 
Punisher is her sophomore album, though Bridgers is also known for an 
extensive roster of collaborations that span her ongoing project boygenius 
(with Lucy Dacus and Julien Baker) to one-offs with artists like Courtney 
Barnett and Fiona Apple.

Though her mom insists she was a natural performer from a young age, 
Bridgers feels the need to expose the other side of this: a theatricality I

Phoebe 
Bridgers is 
guiding me 
through
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 that, in retrospect, makes her “itchy.” “I’m trying to have more empathy 
for myself at that time,” she tells me, talking through her emo teens at a 
performing-arts high school in the Glee-era. “Whatever it was got me here, 
and God knows what I’ll think is cringey about my current persona and stage 
presence in a few years.” The first woman she ever saw rock was Patti 
Smith, which inspired her to wear “Patti Smith cosplay” to school. In old 
photos and videos, there’s a sweet dorkiness to her bright-eyed nature, but 
she is at peace and poised when holding a guitar. She is never nervous.

There’s not much perceptible difference between Phoebe Bridgers the 
person and Phoebe Bridgers the performer. When I joke about her training 
someone else as a Phoebe stand-in for interviews, she is momentarily 
serious, “I can’t even do that with social media. I have a very controlling 
attitude about that stuff.” Bridgers has spoken previously about industry 
folks trying to coax her online brand into something more coherent and 
polished, but she has remained herself—an artist who is electrified by 
the nirvana of a well-uttered “little bitch” and whose merch store hits like 
a Zazzle fever dream. This exterior for the softness of her music makes 
sense: vulnerability couched in the defense mechanism of humor.

IMG CAPTION
IMG CAPTION --
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In spite of her love for casual vulgarity (you can buy a “Fuck Phoebe 
Bridgers” fisting sweatshirt at phoebefuckingbridgers.com), Bridgers 
gravitates more toward honesty than controversy. She pauses to think before 
she speaks and listens carefully. She writes mostly without regrets but feels 
guilty about incorporating those close to her into lyrics: “It’s possible that’s 
because I feel like I’m monetizing something private.” She checks in with 
those she does include in her songs and, sometimes, both as subjects and 
as bandmates, they end up contributing to the final product themselves. The 
self-awareness of her lyrics is a lived thing.

Bridgers has grown to fame in articulating not necessarily feelings but 
the conditions that create them. “I don’t want to italicize the subtext,” she 
says, adding that her friends are tired of hearing her repeat this line. Though 
she doesn’t feel she’s naturally good at setting a scene, her songs tend to 
create tiny stages. Listeners don’t dwell in her heart or brain as much as 
they tag along in the backseat of a car, at the doctor’s office, out by the 
garden—there to witness and inject some subtext of their own. This is a 
result, perhaps, of a lifetime of dissociation. “I’ve spent a lot of money on 
therapy to make sure that I can connect feelings with real time and be more 
in my body,” Bridgers says. Much of her fan base relates to these same 
tendencies and is looking for templates to understand their own experience; 
Bridgers’s music is a jumping off point for processing and feeling.

Though she’s been virtually performing on a weekly basis since 
Punisher’s release, Bridgers says she’s been in a creative pause. In the 
background of our call, her pug puppy Maxine barks, pees and wanders into 
a rat trap. Her record label, Saddest Factory, launched its first release—the 
album Super Monster by bedroom-pop musician Claud—back in February. 
She’s just moved into a new home. All this aside, she feels some kind of 
inspiration returning. “I’m gearing up to make something,” she says with 
confidence. “I can actually take stock in my space.” A tour later in the year 
is also starting to look a little more possible.

With no end to good press in sight, Bridgers is caught in a blistering 
spotlight for someone whose music is born of the quiet intimacy of regular 
life. When I ask if she’d rather lead a cult or join one, she gives the question 
her full attention. “I’m not organized enough to be a cult leader,” she 
says. “I don’t like being the center of attention 100% of the time.” She’d 
prefer a “yoga and lentil mush” cult, but only “if there were no dark sexual 
undertones.” Perhaps the Cult of Phoebe Bridgers is meant to thrive in the 
space between song and listener—a non-hierarchical wilderness of relation, 
a mirror for the world.

culturedmag.com  109 108  culturedmag.com

“What interests me more than extreme 
sadness is      

IMG CAPTION
IMG CAPTION --

daily monotony.”

IMG CAPTION
IMG CAPTION --
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“I DON'T 
WANT TO 
ITALICIZE
THE 
SUBJECT ”
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Design Deliverables

Design Challenges
ALEXA DEMIE SPREADS
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This Element of 

Revolt

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHUCK GRANT
MODERATED BY ANNA CAFOLLA

STYLED BY ALEXANDRA CRONAN AND KATE FOLEY
CO-DIRECTED BY ALEXA DEMIE

ALEXA DEMIE TALKS TO TAYLOR RUSSELL ABOUT CREATIVITY, 
FRIENDSHIP AND THE FILMS THAT INSPIRE HER.   

Hair by Evanie Frausto. Make-up by Kali Kennedy.  
Nails by Natalie Minerva. Here and previous 

spread: Demie wears vintage Azzedine Alaïa pants 
and bodysuit; La Panthère de Cartier watch, 18k 
yellow gold, tsavorites, black lacquer, diamonds; 

La Panthère de Cartier rings.
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It’s a blue moon, a rare 
lunar event that’s said 
to bring release and 
healing, so Alexa Demie 
informs me over Zoom. 

Demie, in her home in Los Angeles, has been meditating through the 
morning to capture the moment of astrological energy. On the call, along 
with her close friend and peer Taylor Russell, she tells me of the moments 
of calm she has allowed herself to ruminate in, even with forthcoming 
creative projects nudging at the parameters of lockdown.

Demie is best known for her effervescent performance as acerbic 
cheerleader Maddy Perez in HBO’s Euphoria. She navigates a tumultuous, 
toxic relationship storyline with depth and compassion, punctuated by 
cutting one-liners and knife sharp eyeliner flicks. In lockdown the last 
few months Demie’s been watching Agnes Varda and Fellini movies, 
while waiting for some of her most personal projects to come to fruition. 
Euphoria’s second season should start production again in the new year, 
and Demie is producing and starring in her first feature film, about her 
mother Rose Mendez, a Mexican transplant growing up in glittering eighties 
Hollywood. Soon, too, she’ll release her debut music. With or without the 

celestial event, Demie is steering an exciting path as a multihypenate. 
Russell, who is continuing to film sci-fi TV series Lost in Space in 

Vancouver when we all speak, bears witness to the journey as a close 
friend, ally and spiritual sister. The women met on the set of Trey Edward 
Shults’ devastating 2019 film Waves; originally, they had no scenes 
together, but after spa trips and card readings and supportive late-night 
musings following gruelling days on set, they passionately made their case 
for shared screen time. A brief scene where their characters share a tube 
of lip gloss, before major tragedy strikes, became one of the movie’s most 
tender moments. 

Since then, the pair barely go a day without speaking. Russell joined 
Demie in LA lockdown earlier in the summer, both later absconding to a 
spiritual retreat at California’s Mount Shasta. They tell me they shared 
dreams and bonded more over shared childhood traumas, the golden age 
of cinema’s unbridled starlets like Maria Felix and surrealist art.

ANNA CAFOLLA: Tell us about your relationship. 
ALEXA DEMIE: When quarantine started, we were having six-hour FaceTime 
calls. It felt like it was our church. We’d get into everything—the human, the 
existential. It’s mostly really positive. My whole life, I’ve always just wanted 
a girlfriend that I can share everything with. I was always disappointed in my 
friendships with women growing up. I’ve been able to find a friend within the 
industry that is female with Taylor. It felt like our angels were pushing us to 
meet at the right time. 
TAYLOR RUSSELL: She feels like a sister to me. Our conversations are very 
reflective. I am her biggest supporter and fan! 

Alexa has this force of life that is unmatched to anybody. She has 
taught me to stand up for myself and what I’m worth. We met two years ago, 
and I’ve seen a huge growth, but I also feel like this is an interesting time 
for us to speak; it feels like Alexa is going back to her roots in many ways, 
and discovering who she is, her joy. 

ALEXA DEMIE: Could I get this recording so I can play it every morning?! I 
feel like I’m in the best space right now. A lot has changed. This year, I’ve 
had a lot of time to sit with myself. I feel that I’ve hidden a lot of who I am. 
I’m shy, and people don’t know that. I’ve also hidden a lot of personal work, 
and I’m ready to unleash it. I’ve had a mask on, especially with the public. 
I was scared about being goofy or talking about the things I believe in. I’m 
ready to not hide anything anymore and be my full self.

I have the movie with my mom and that’s getting really close. It’s 
set in eighties Hollywood and I play her. I have some films and work in 
the animation space, and I have a really special project with Petra Collins 
coming out. And Taylor and I have something in development. I was joking 
last night, “Why did God make me so multifaceted?” Because there’s just 
so much I want to do! I’m very precious with my music. I wrote a song in 
2012 that I never put out, but it’s always been at the back of my head. I’ve 
made new songs and I’ve written new things, but I can’t fully move forward 
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until this one is out. I played it for Taylor and she started 
crying. She encouraged me to finish the video, because I 
shot half of the video in 2017. And so we shot the other half, 
which she directed while she was here. I’ve been speaking to 
my healer about it, and she told me that my body was tricking 
me—it wasn’t letting me move forward until I released this. 
I make so many things and then I just hold on to them. I’ll 
hopefully have my full music project out next year. If no one 
likes it, Taylor likes it and it’s for Taylor. So, I’m fine with that!
ANNA CAFOLLA: Euphoria was put on hold amid the 
coronavirus. How has it been anticipating your return to such 
a significant project?
ALEXA DEMIE: We film and edit pretty quickly, so there is 
a possibility that it’s out next year. We were literally about 
to begin production, and the next day everything was shut 
down. The two Christmas specials are done though. It’s 

interesting being away from that character for so long. It’s a 
lot of work, with long hours, and my body is not used to that 
anymore. I miss it though. Sam [Levinson] rewrites all the 
time, because he just has so many ideas, so I have no idea 
what to expect.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: We have talked a lot about old Hollywood 
relationships, like that of John Cassavetes and Gena 
Rowlands. Gloria, A Woman Under the Influence, other films 
that they collaborated on that have deeply inspired us. When 
we notice relationships like these in current times we will 
often say, “that must be her Cassavetes…” and share a 
moment of awe. We share a yearning for a collaboration that 
goes deep and comes from a place of oneness. What do 
you look for in creative partners, and how do you know when 
you’ve found it?
ALEXA DEMIE: I actually started to recognize that recently. 

On Demie, Chanel jacket and bra. The treasure on the bed? Roger Vivier tiara; Bibi Van Der Velden Mammoth Galaxy ring; 
Chanel chain bracelet; Panthère De Cartier Necklace, 18k yellow gold, tsavorite garnets, onyx, black lacquer, diamonds; La 
Panthère De Cartier ring, medium Model, 18k yellow gold, emeralds, onyx, diamonds; Panthère De Cartier ring, 18k yellow 
gold, emeralds, onyx, diamonds; vintage earrings and crystal necklace (stylist’s own); Chanel chain belt. 
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I can feel really connected with the creator of my show. I’ve experienced 
collaborative relationships that are more intimate and personal recently—
they’re beautiful because you don’t have to say much, you just both 
get it. It’s like working recently with Petra. She already knows what I’m 
thinking. I trust everything that she’s doing, which is really difficult for me 
because I’m a control freak. I like to control the vision, but I’ve put my 
complete trust into her and feel happy and safe. Shooting the cover with 
Chuck [Grant] was so fluid. She was open to every single idea. I think it’s 
beautiful that I’m finding more women to do that with.
ANNA CAFOLLA: What is it about the energy of female creators that 
you appreciate?
ALEXA DEMIE: I think with women, we may experience trauma and pain 
in different ways, but it all boils down to one inner feeling within us and 
we all can relate. We have empathy. It goes further than just family or 
relationship trauma too. We, as women, come from a lineage of being 
abused and taken advantage of. Taylor and I always talk about a world 
before the one we are currently in, where it was a matriarchy instead of a 
patriarchy. How a society like that isn’t as far away as it seems and how 
there is infinite possibilities in the depth of femininity.  

When you get to find a woman to create with, when we’re open with 
our traumas and not taking it out on each other, that’s the most pure 
form of creation. Even though we’re here as individuals, we’re not. With 
Chuck on this shoot, we were able to bring to life some of my biggest 
fantasies. We both love old Hollywood and the mystery of it. We got to 
explore something exciting, the birth of the movie star in this age.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I can count on you to have countless stunning 
references for starlets throughout time. I think about these women and 
that I wish I saw their faces more regularly. Marpessa Dawn, María Félix, 
Sara Montiel. Do you remember the first figure that you fantasized about? 
What about them made you envision a world you could inhabit?
ALEXA DEMIE: María Félix, who was a Mexican actress. She was so 
beautiful and strong. She could play the stunning princess, and then she 
would be riding a horse in a cowboy hat and button-down, playing tough. 
Her strength was so inspiring. I would watch Sophia Loren, Elizabeth 
Taylor and Lauren Bacall. I found them interesting at first because they’re 
stunning, that’s their public perception, then you read their stories. These 
women wrote their own scripts, had a say in their work. I got obsessed 
with researching them.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I find it so exciting to discover women of color. Of 
course, we love Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn and Katharine Hepburn. 
We dream about them, but we can never insert ourselves into those 
stories. We talk all the time about doing biopics. Who would you love to 
play in a biopic?
ALEXA DEMIE: It would have to be María Félix. They really hounded her to 
do films in Hollywood, and she refused. She only did Spanish-speaking. 
She didn’t feel like Hollywood was authentic. Hollywood has used foreign 
films as their inspiration for as long as we can all remember, and they 
need to pay their respects.

There’s a story that she took two baby crocodiles to a jeweler, and 
said, “I want a necklace that looks either exactly like them or is made out 
of them.” That became the famous Cartier piece. The only two people to 
ever wear it were María Félix and Monica Bellucci. I’m next! I’m seriously 
looking into making this movie happen.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: What kind of films do you think the world needs 
right now?
ALEXA DEMIE: We can stop remakes. There’s enough new ideas in the 

world. Honestly, what if all of the indie films that we’ve made or we love 
were the big budget films? What if those were what were promoted and 
seen? I keep wishing for this modern renaissance to happen in film. I 
don’t think every new film needs to address every single little thing that’s 
happening right now in such a specific way. I think it’s important to use 
our voices when it’s genuine. Getting political for the sake of it can be 
false, bad and corny. 

Growing up, what attracted me to film and music was the escape. My 
childhood was not sun and rainbows. I come from trauma, and escaping 
it was watching these stunning films that took you to another world. 
I’d like to see anything that’s from the heart —creative, new, pure, 
fantastical. Then we can root things in reality in more creative ways. 
There are filmmakers that really excite me, but most are not getting 
the push that big studios would bring. I am so inspired by the work of 
filmmakers like Trey [Edward Shults], who did Waves, Celine Sciamma, 
the Safdies, Alma Harel, Alejandro Landes, Paolo Sorrentino, Houda 
Benyamina, Bong Joon-Ho.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I’m so impatient to see what you have coming up. I 
just want to consume it now!
ALEXA DEMIE: I hate how long it takes to develop a film. Me and you 
just need to do the financing ourselves. And, I think, we are both about 
pulling the ladder down for others to climb up. I don’t want to just stunt 
on Instagram, I want to be a part of something that makes moves, so I’m 
very passionate about children and honoring their creativity. Honestly, 
I have designed a whole school that I want to build one day  to really 
nurture creative spirits. Immigration rights are also important to me. My 
mom and her family are all from Mexico. It has been hard with COVID, 
with everything happening at the border, but I’m lucky to be connecting 
with people to make changes in future.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I think it’s only right we discuss art and the place 
that it holds in your life! We started talking about collecting art this 
spring and have slowly started collections. For my birthday, you 
commissioned a painting of me by a friend and artist, Ben Evans. It’s 
one of the most special gifts I’ve ever received. What type of art are 
you drawn to right now, and what is a dream piece that you would love 
to acquire? 
ALEXA DEMIE: It has to be Leonor Fini and Leonora Carrington. I have 
Ben Evans on my wall behind me. There’s also Zoé Blue M who I recently 
commissioned a piece from. The art I gravitate towards sits between 
reality and fantasy, and she captures that. I love finding new artists who 
are going to be massive and being able to have a relationship with them 
now—it feels so special. 
TAYLOR RUSSELL: We are going to have houses with the exact same art 
on the walls! Leonor is an artist that you introduced me to. She has a quote 
about leading a different life that the one imagined for her: “I understood 
from a very early time that I would have to revolt, in order to make that life. 
Now, I am convinced that in any creativity, there exists this element of revolt”. 
How do you relate to that statement? 
ALEXA DEMIE: I relate to that on the highest of levels. I’ve revolted my entire 
life, from a super toxic family environment. Running away from home as a 
teenager was a major revolt. I had to figure out where I was going to live and 
sleep, but I needed to do that to become who I am now. To stay was to be 
stifled. It bleeds into every single piece of work, whether people have seen it 
yet or not. Everything from my music to acting, writing and how I carry myself 
in the world is all because of that. I’m so attracted to [Leonor’s] work. I live 
in the surreal, it compounds the world I’ve built and made real for myself.
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ALEXA DEMIE TALKS TO 
TAYLOR RUSSELL ABOUT CREATIVITY, 
FRIENDSHIP AND THE FILMS THAT INSPIRE HER. 

Hair by Evanie Frausto. Make-up by Kali Kennedy.  
Nails by Natalie Minerva. Here and previous 

spread: Demie wears vintage Azzedine Alaïa pants 
and bodysuit; La Panthère de Cartier watch, 18k 
yellow gold, tsavorites, black lacquer, diamonds; 

La Panthère de Cartier rings.
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It’s a blue moon, a rare 
lunar event that’s said 
to bring release and 
healing, so Alexa Demie 
informs me over Zoom. 

Demie, in her home in Los Angeles, has been meditating through the 
morning to capture the moment of astrological energy. On the call, along 
with her close friend and peer Taylor Russell, she tells me of the moments 
of calm she has allowed herself to ruminate in, even with forthcoming 
creative projects nudging at the parameters of lockdown.

Demie is best known for her effervescent performance as acerbic 
cheerleader Maddy Perez in HBO’s Euphoria. She navigates a tumultuous, 
toxic relationship storyline with depth and compassion, punctuated by 
cutting one-liners and knife sharp eyeliner flicks. In lockdown the last 
few months Demie’s been watching Agnes Varda and Fellini movies, 
while waiting for some of her most personal projects to come to fruition. 
Euphoria’s second season should start production again in the new year, 
and Demie is producing and starring in her first feature film, about her 
mother Rose Mendez, a Mexican transplant growing up in glittering eighties 
Hollywood. Soon, too, she’ll release her debut music. With or without the 

celestial event, Demie is steering an exciting path as a multihypenate. 
Russell, who is continuing to film sci-fi TV series Lost in Space in 

Vancouver when we all speak, bears witness to the journey as a close 
friend, ally and spiritual sister. The women met on the set of Trey Edward 
Shults’ devastating 2019 film Waves; originally, they had no scenes 
together, but after spa trips and card readings and supportive late-night 
musings following gruelling days on set, they passionately made their case 
for shared screen time. A brief scene where their characters share a tube 
of lip gloss, before major tragedy strikes, became one of the movie’s most 
tender moments. 

Since then, the pair barely go a day without speaking. Russell joined 
Demie in LA lockdown earlier in the summer, both later absconding to a 
spiritual retreat at California’s Mount Shasta. They tell me they shared 
dreams and bonded more over shared childhood traumas, the golden age 
of cinema’s unbridled starlets like Maria Felix and surrealist art.

ANNA CAFOLLA: Tell us about your relationship. 
ALEXA DEMIE: When quarantine started, we were having six-hour FaceTime 
calls. It felt like it was our church. We’d get into everything—the human, the 
existential. It’s mostly really positive. My whole life, I’ve always just wanted 
a girlfriend that I can share everything with. I was always disappointed in my 
friendships with women growing up. I’ve been able to find a friend within the 
industry that is female with Taylor. It felt like our angels were pushing us to 
meet at the right time. 
TAYLOR RUSSELL: She feels like a sister to me. Our conversations are very 
reflective. I am her biggest supporter and fan! 

Alexa has this force of life that is unmatched to anybody. She has 
taught me to stand up for myself and what I’m worth. We met two years ago, 
and I’ve seen a huge growth, but I also feel like this is an interesting time 
for us to speak; it feels like Alexa is going back to her roots in many ways, 
and discovering who she is, her joy. 

ALEXA DEMIE: Could I get this recording so I can play it every morning?! I 
feel like I’m in the best space right now. A lot has changed. This year, I’ve 
had a lot of time to sit with myself. I feel that I’ve hidden a lot of who I am. 
I’m shy, and people don’t know that. I’ve also hidden a lot of personal work, 
and I’m ready to unleash it. I’ve had a mask on, especially with the public. 
I was scared about being goofy or talking about the things I believe in. I’m 
ready to not hide anything anymore and be my full self.

I have the movie with my mom and that’s getting really close. It’s 
set in eighties Hollywood and I play her. I have some films and work in 
the animation space, and I have a really special project with Petra Collins 
coming out. And Taylor and I have something in development. I was joking 
last night, “Why did God make me so multifaceted?” Because there’s just 
so much I want to do! I’m very precious with my music. I wrote a song in 
2012 that I never put out, but it’s always been at the back of my head. I’ve 
made new songs and I’ve written new things, but I can’t fully move forward 
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until this one is out. I played it for Taylor and she started 
crying. She encouraged me to finish the video, because I 
shot half of the video in 2017. And so we shot the other half, 
which she directed while she was here. I’ve been speaking to 
my healer about it, and she told me that my body was tricking 
me—it wasn’t letting me move forward until I released this. 
I make so many things and then I just hold on to them. I’ll 
hopefully have my full music project out next year. If no one 
likes it, Taylor likes it and it’s for Taylor. So, I’m fine with that!
ANNA CAFOLLA: Euphoria was put on hold amid the 
coronavirus. How has it been anticipating your return to such 
a significant project?
ALEXA DEMIE: We film and edit pretty quickly, so there is 
a possibility that it’s out next year. We were literally about 
to begin production, and the next day everything was shut 
down. The two Christmas specials are done though. It’s 

interesting being away from that character for so long. It’s a 
lot of work, with long hours, and my body is not used to that 
anymore. I miss it though. Sam [Levinson] rewrites all the 
time, because he just has so many ideas, so I have no idea 
what to expect.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: We have talked a lot about old Hollywood 
relationships, like that of John Cassavetes and Gena 
Rowlands. Gloria, A Woman Under the Influence, other films 
that they collaborated on that have deeply inspired us. When 
we notice relationships like these in current times we will 
often say, “that must be her Cassavetes…” and share a 
moment of awe. We share a yearning for a collaboration that 
goes deep and comes from a place of oneness. What do 
you look for in creative partners, and how do you know when 
you’ve found it?
ALEXA DEMIE: I actually started to recognize that recently. 
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I can feel really connected with the creator of my show. I’ve experienced 
collaborative relationships that are more intimate and personal recently—
they’re beautiful because you don’t have to say much, you just both 
get it. It’s like working recently with Petra. She already knows what I’m 
thinking. I trust everything that she’s doing, which is really difficult for me 
because I’m a control freak. I like to control the vision, but I’ve put my 
complete trust into her and feel happy and safe. Shooting the cover with 
Chuck [Grant] was so fluid. She was open to every single idea. I think it’s 
beautiful that I’m finding more women to do that with.
ANNA CAFOLLA: What is it about the energy of female creators that 
you appreciate?
ALEXA DEMIE: I think with women, we may experience trauma and pain 
in different ways, but it all boils down to one inner feeling within us and 
we all can relate. We have empathy. It goes further than just family or 
relationship trauma too. We, as women, come from a lineage of being 
abused and taken advantage of. Taylor and I always talk about a world 
before the one we are currently in, where it was a matriarchy instead of a 
patriarchy. How a society like that isn’t as far away as it seems and how 
there is infinite possibilities in the depth of femininity.  

When you get to find a woman to create with, when we’re open with 
our traumas and not taking it out on each other, that’s the most pure 
form of creation. Even though we’re here as individuals, we’re not. With 
Chuck on this shoot, we were able to bring to life some of my biggest 
fantasies. We both love old Hollywood and the mystery of it. We got to 
explore something exciting, the birth of the movie star in this age.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I can count on you to have countless stunning 
references for starlets throughout time. I think about these women and 
that I wish I saw their faces more regularly. Marpessa Dawn, María Félix, 
Sara Montiel. Do you remember the first figure that you fantasized about? 
What about them made you envision a world you could inhabit?
ALEXA DEMIE: María Félix, who was a Mexican actress. She was so 
beautiful and strong. She could play the stunning princess, and then she 
would be riding a horse in a cowboy hat and button-down, playing tough. 
Her strength was so inspiring. I would watch Sophia Loren, Elizabeth 
Taylor and Lauren Bacall. I found them interesting at first because they’re 
stunning, that’s their public perception, then you read their stories. These 
women wrote their own scripts, had a say in their work. I got obsessed 
with researching them.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I find it so exciting to discover women of color. Of 
course, we love Marilyn Monroe, Audrey Hepburn and Katharine Hepburn. 
We dream about them, but we can never insert ourselves into those 
stories. We talk all the time about doing biopics. Who would you love to 
play in a biopic?
ALEXA DEMIE: It would have to be María Félix. They really hounded her to 
do films in Hollywood, and she refused. She only did Spanish-speaking. 
She didn’t feel like Hollywood was authentic. Hollywood has used foreign 
films as their inspiration for as long as we can all remember, and they 
need to pay their respects.

There’s a story that she took two baby crocodiles to a jeweler, and 
said, “I want a necklace that looks either exactly like them or is made out 
of them.” That became the famous Cartier piece. The only two people to 
ever wear it were María Félix and Monica Bellucci. I’m next! I’m seriously 
looking into making this movie happen.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: What kind of films do you think the world needs 
right now?
ALEXA DEMIE: We can stop remakes. There’s enough new ideas in the 

world. Honestly, what if all of the indie films that we’ve made or we love 
were the big budget films? What if those were what were promoted and 
seen? I keep wishing for this modern renaissance to happen in film. I 
don’t think every new film needs to address every single little thing that’s 
happening right now in such a specific way. I think it’s important to use 
our voices when it’s genuine. Getting political for the sake of it can be 
false, bad and corny. 

Growing up, what attracted me to film and music was the escape. My 
childhood was not sun and rainbows. I come from trauma, and escaping 
it was watching these stunning films that took you to another world. 
I’d like to see anything that’s from the heart —creative, new, pure, 
fantastical. Then we can root things in reality in more creative ways. 
There are filmmakers that really excite me, but most are not getting 
the push that big studios would bring. I am so inspired by the work of 
filmmakers like Trey [Edward Shults], who did Waves, Celine Sciamma, 
the Safdies, Alma Harel, Alejandro Landes, Paolo Sorrentino, Houda 
Benyamina, Bong Joon-Ho.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I’m so impatient to see what you have coming up. I 
just want to consume it now!
ALEXA DEMIE: I hate how long it takes to develop a film. Me and you 
just need to do the financing ourselves. And, I think, we are both about 
pulling the ladder down for others to climb up. I don’t want to just stunt 
on Instagram, I want to be a part of something that makes moves, so I’m 
very passionate about children and honoring their creativity. Honestly, 
I have designed a whole school that I want to build one day  to really 
nurture creative spirits. Immigration rights are also important to me. My 
mom and her family are all from Mexico. It has been hard with COVID, 
with everything happening at the border, but I’m lucky to be connecting 
with people to make changes in future.
TAYLOR RUSSELL: I think it’s only right we discuss art and the place 
that it holds in your life! We started talking about collecting art this 
spring and have slowly started collections. For my birthday, you 
commissioned a painting of me by a friend and artist, Ben Evans. It’s 
one of the most special gifts I’ve ever received. What type of art are 
you drawn to right now, and what is a dream piece that you would love 
to acquire? 
ALEXA DEMIE: It has to be Leonor Fini and Leonora Carrington. I have 
Ben Evans on my wall behind me. There’s also Zoé Blue M who I recently 
commissioned a piece from. The art I gravitate towards sits between 
reality and fantasy, and she captures that. I love finding new artists who 
are going to be massive and being able to have a relationship with them 
now—it feels so special. 
TAYLOR RUSSELL: We are going to have houses with the exact same art 
on the walls! Leonor is an artist that you introduced me to. She has a quote 
about leading a different life that the one imagined for her: “I understood 
from a very early time that I would have to revolt, in order to make that life. 
Now, I am convinced that in any creativity, there exists this element of revolt”. 
How do you relate to that statement? 
ALEXA DEMIE: I relate to that on the highest of levels. I’ve revolted my entire 
life, from a super toxic family environment. Running away from home as a 
teenager was a major revolt. I had to figure out where I was going to live and 
sleep, but I needed to do that to become who I am now. To stay was to be 
stifled. It bleeds into every single piece of work, whether people have seen it 
yet or not. Everything from my music to acting, writing and how I carry myself 
in the world is all because of that. I’m so attracted to [Leonor’s] work. I live 
in the surreal, it compounds the world I’ve built and made real for myself.
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Design Deliverables

Extra Fun
TIKTOK

A surprising challenge to 
me was working on a TikTok 
account for the magazine. They 
needed me to set one up and 
possibly make a couple videos 
as well. I was pretty intimidated 
as I didn’t have motion design 
/ video editing experience, but 
I was glad to see they were 
happy with my work and gained 
new skills through it.

SPOTIFY

As a fun project, I got to 
curate a short Spotify playlist 
to promote Phoebe Bridgers, 
as well as design the Spotify 
playlist cover for it. It was 
really fun to work on projects 
associated with artists I had 
already enjoyed listening to 
outside of work.
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Design Deliverables

Image Research
I was also tasked with doing some image researching to get 
familiar with the social media presence and image that Cultured 
had garnered. I was meant to look for images that captured iconic 
vintage art, fashion, architecture and more. These images were 
given to Elizabeth to make sure I was on the right track with the 
themes and brand identity of Cultured. 
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Outcomes

What Did I Learn?
Though my time at Cultured was short, I was still able to gain 
many insights into how a magazine runs behind-the-scenes, and 
how the role of a designer works within a company.

I gained a lot of insight into how to design work for a magazine 
with a specific aesthetic. Even with a specific brand identity, I 
quickly learned how to work within the brand guidelines while still 
creating multiple works that had their own individuality to them.

I also learned a lot about how advertisers work with magazines, 
through email communications as well as creating and organizing 
brands’ tear-sheets for the current issue. Another interesting 
process I got to see was the scheduling behind the social media 
posting, which was very specific and organized through an excel 
document. These processes allowed me to understand how the 
designer works with multiple other departments within companies 
on a daily basis.

Specific to editorial design, I learned about the process of 
designing using other photographer’s work. While going through 
design challenges, I learned about how photographers in this field 
often do not allow for any design edits on finalized photography. 
Through quick critiques with Katie I also learned more quick tips 
about kerning and placement of type on different images.

I also learned a lot of new skills like video editing by having to 
make videos for their social media channels. These tasks gave me 
a lot more practice with the video editing features of Photoshop, 
After Effects and iMovie.
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Outcomes

What Did I Like?
Constant Flow Of Communication

The staff all communicated very easily on Slack or via Email. Since 
I primarily used Slack, the communication between Katie, Elizabeth 
and I was always very quick and friendly. They both made sure to 
make my experience as comfortable as possible and invited me to 
message them whenever I needed advice or had questions about 
what was going on that day.

Great Supervisors To Learn From

Katie and Elizabeth were both easy-going and very knowledgeable 
about their fields. This allowed me to get a lot of educated advice 
from their perspectives. Katie was especially understanding of my 
position as a student intern and constantly ensured I was ready and 
comfortable to do the work I was assigned.

Interesting Clients To Work With

I was surprised by the amount of artists and brands I was 
recognizing as I kept getting assigned more graphics to make. It 
was really exciting to be a part of something with clients that I knew 
of really well beforehand.

Behind-The-Scenes Access

Having access to the entire Dropbox and navigating it on my own 
was really interesting and enjoyable. It made me confident in my 
role on the team and more involved with all the projects going on.
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Outcomes

What Did I Dislike?
Some Slow Days

There were a few days where the workload was very low for 
me to feel very productive. I feel as though this is due to the 
virtual format of the internship, meaning that so much online 
communication was happening daily that there were a few times 
where I felt a bit forgotten. 

Repetition

Making social media graphics was very exciting and fast-paced, 
however making multiple Instagram stories with the same template 
got a bit repetitive and did not require as much critical design 
thinking to do.

Brand Identity

The brand identity of Cultured is really sophisticated and 
wonderful to look at. However, with their social media graphics, I 
had to stick to either white backgrounds or black backgrounds, 
which limited a lot of interesting design ideas I had. I did not 
really mind this limitation as much, I took it more as a real world 
challenge that I knew I would encounter often further on as a 
full-time designer.
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Outcomes

Personal Observations:
ARCHIVES

It was interesting to see how previous graphics and templates are 
constantly referenced for inspiration when making new works! I 
loved seeing that works we design can serve many purposes for 
future designers as well.

MEETINGS, AND MORE MEETINGS

I was surprised by the amount of meetings designers still have to 
attend weekly, it was a good reminder that while design skills are 
important, the ability to correctly communicate your intentions and 
work is equally important.

CONSTANTLY LEARNING

I quickly realized that everyone on the team actively turned to 
each other for advice and critiques throughout the day. It was 
great to see how having good collaboration skills can help an 
entire organization create better work. 

ORGANIZATION IS KEY

Balancing many projects at the same time can already feel 
stressful, but having my files organized and easy to access at all 
times definitely made multitasking much easier.
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Outcomes

Personal Observations:
SCHEDULING

Keeping an organized calendar with all meetings and deadlines 
up-to-date was an important way for the team to stay on track 
of projects. Meetings were often rescheduled, so constantly 
updating your own calendar was very important. Another way 
scheduling was implemented at Cultured was in regards to social 
media posting. That schedule was important to be aware of and 
follow, especially during a busy time like a cover launch.

YOU’VE GOT MAIL

Observing how to email with brands in a professional manner was 
very helpful, especially seeing how the communication style can 
change from brand to brand.

SPEAK UP

Starting as a design student at an established organization feels 
very intimidating. I quickly learned that the more I asked for help 
and voiced my concerns, the better my work was. This helped 
ease the feelings of intimidation I felt because I realized that this 
placement was an opportunity to learn as much as I could.

ALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK

There were many small mistakes of mine that were caught when 
I was getting critiques on my work. A lot of these mistakes could 
easily have been avoided if I made more of an effort to double 
check my work. Going forward, I’ll definitely make it a habit to 
constantly be double checking my work before sending it off.
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Expectations vs. Reality

Expectations

• Fast-paced work environment
• Lots of layout experimentation
• Working with a large team
• Strict aesthetic guidelines
• Working across multiple softwares (Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign)

Before starting my placement, I expected it to be a very busy 
and fast-paced environment that I would have to keep up with. 
I thought I would be working on a lot of magazine spreads and 
possibly shadowing my supervisor to learn about how the team 
approaches working on an issue. I expected a lot of restrictions 
based on the magazine’s visual themes. I also expected to learn a 
lot about the processes of building a magazine issue from start to 
finish, while contributing to the team along the way. 

Reality

• Fast-paced work environment
• Working on social media promotional graphics
• Working closely with a couple team members
• More creative freedom for certain projects
• Working across multiple softwares (Photoshop, iMovie, InDesign)

My placement was the very busy and fast-paced environment 
I expected. I did a lot more social media work than I thought I 
would be doing. I got to work on some layouts to develop my 
editorial design skills. Since I started during a period where they 
were finishing up an issue, I didn’t get to see the whole process 
of building a magazine, but instead got to find out more about the 
release of an issue through digital and print channels. I also got to 
experiment with a lot more softwares to create different graphics 
for many different social media channels. 
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Conclusions

Would I Recommend It?

Final Thoughts

To get an inside look into how an editorial designer works within 
a magazine, I would definitely recommend this placement for a 
design student. I would recommend that they start the placement 
closer to when they are starting to work on an issue, rather than 
when it is released. I do think that a student would feel very 
welcomed by the team and guided well throughout the placement. 

Overall, I learned a lot from my placement experience. It was a 
great look into a real-world design practice and gave me a lot 
of insight as to how I should plan for my future career. I got to 
apply the skills I’ve gained through YSDN in effective ways that 
represented a real magazine. Doing a placement at this point in 
my degree has helped me gain a better understanding of how 
to better choose my courses to align with what I want to explore 
within the design field in the future. 

Cultured was a great company to learn from, the team was 
experienced and very professional. I left with a lot of new skills 
developed, as well as skills I gained from school more refined. 
Working on multiple projects that allowed for creative freedom felt 
really exciting and challenging at the same time.

My placement experience has made me more focused on my 
future plans as a designer and I’m looking forward to applying 
all I’ve learned in my final year of YSDN. Having real-world 
experience to back up the skills I have will be very beneficial 
going forward in my design career!
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